One of the largest privately owned collections of Contemporary Western American and American Indian Art in the world
by John Faubion

doni developed a rifle, powered by compressed
air contained in a canister that served as the gun’s
buttstock, that was capable of firing all 22 of its
projectiles in the same amount of time it took to
load one shot in a muzzle-loader. Showing great
promise as an assault weapon, the Girandoni was
adopted by the Austrian army in 1787. Because
of its complexity, and fragility (few survived military service intact), it was phased out. Somehow,
one of the remaining rifles surfaced in an instrument shop near Philadelphia. Captain Meriwether Lewis likely purchased it there on his way to
Pittsburgh for the outfitting of the expedition’s
keelboat. On their trek through uncharted territory, when the explorers encountered potentially
hostile natives, they made an elaborate show of
demonstrating the power of the Girandoni. The
Indians found it so intimidating that there was
never any cause to shoot anyone. For this diplomatic coup, the Girandoni has been called “The
stores bearing the Bashas’ name. Under his leadWhat makes the gun so special? The most com- Key to the American West.”
ership, the chain grew to more than 150 stores,
monly used gun in America at the time was a
with 14,000 employees, and annual sales in the
continued on page 24
single-shot, black powder, muzzle-loading rifle.
neighborhood of $2 billion.
Decades earlier, in Austria, Bartholomäus Giranbining his appreciation of art as well as his other
passion, history, particularly history of the Amerin the modest headquarters building of the Ba- can West, Eddie began collecting. He made his
shas’ Inc. supermarket chain in Chandler, Arizo- first acquisition in 1971 and continued his interna, rests a national treasure, shared freely with est throughout the remainder of his life.”
the public, known as The Eddie Basha Collection.
Eddie’s interest in American history inclined him
With more than 3000 pieces of art, it is considto acquire art that featured historically significant
ered the largest privately owned collection of conevents. A fine example is the original sketch for
temporary Western art in the country. It includes
an oil painting titled: Captain Clark and the Air
a surprising number of original paintings from
Gun, by Tom Lovell (1909-1997). The piece prewhich some of the most popular Western prints in
sumably shows the first meeting of the Lewis and
America were made. And it contains many excepClark expedition and the Yankton Sioux Indians
tional watercolors, pastels, charcoal drawings, pen
along the Missouri River as described in an Au& inks, and other original works on paper.
gust 30, 1804, expedition journal entry. Clark is
Eddie Basha Jr. (1937-2013), after whom the col- seen exercising “firepower diplomacy” by demlection is named, began assembling the collec- onstrating the capabilities of an unusual rifle that
tion shortly after taking over the family grocery is now regarded as “The Most Important Individbusiness in 1968. At the time, there were 17 ual Gun in American History.”

I

Eddie’s Aunt Zelma is credited with sparking his
passion for collecting. In appreciation, the gallery
that houses his collection is named the Zelma
Basha Salmeri Gallery. According to the gallery
brochure, Eddie graduated with a degree in history from Stanford University and after joining
the family business was encouraged by Zelma to
develop a hobby that supported the arts. “Com-

The Beeman Girandoni. Note the buttstock
doubles as the air chamber.

(below) Tom Lovell, “Captain Clark and the Air Gun,” Study, 1991, Pencil and Charcoal on paper, 24” x 38”
Courtesy of the Eddie Basha Collection
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